
LETTER FROM NEUT YORK
By JULIA

AT CARNEGIE HALL, I always peruse the pro-
gramme during the initial moments of sitting,
standing and sitting again for late-arriving audi-
ence members. In addition to the challenge of
locating the concert programme between all the
luxury goods adverts and generous pa$es for
patron donors, I can usually find something soci-
ologically intriguing. Last time I was fascinated
by the full page adverts for two competing brands
of prescription sleeping pills, and couldn't help
wondering if, a decade earlier, this might have
just been a one-page ad for Chivas Regal.

The page which captured my attention this time
was entitled 'A Call for Courtesy', intended for
audience members. It was cleverly written with a
dollop of humour, pointing out the annoyances of
things like mobile phones and picture-taking
during the concert. It urged audience member to
help themselves to the free Ricola cough drops,
and to unwrap them before the music started (As

luck would have it, I'd just recovered from a
coughing fit induced by one of these lozenges
slipping down the wrong pipe.) I'd wondered if
free duct tape was on hand somewhere too, for
the point of beseeching audience members to
'teach children courtesy as part of their learn-
ing experience.' The one time I overheard a
child in the audience their words had been,
'NO! I WILL NOT! Because you're ALWAYS
MEAN to me.'

A call to ease off on scented lotions and per-
fumes was followed by a veto on 'snuggling',
tapping, humming and singing along. The
audience was encouraged, instead, to show
their enthusiasm with a round of applause.
One item that will have to be added to this list
is a ban on 'Twittering', the new micro-blogging
phenomenon which compels some to peer into
the distracting glow of their mobile phones and
peck out a series ofphrase-by-phrase, note-for-
note, real-time online postings of their concert-
going experience like a sports journalist. For a
brief exposition on Twittering':

http : / /www.youtube. com /watch?v=PN2Hfu oA I 2w

In googling around to see what else I could dig
up on classical music audience behaviour, I
came across music critic Greg Sandow's blog
which argues in favour of musicians taking full
responsibility for setting the tone and atmos-
phere of conduct for their audience rather than
succumbing to the pre-concert scold.
Interestingly, he has also observed the recent
firefly siege of Twittering.
http: / /www,artsjournal.com/sandow/2009 /03/trust the audience.htm

The Zankel Hall at Carnegie performer for
the evening was guitarist John Williams, who
delivered a gorgeous rendition of Vivaldi's
Concerto in D Major, Op. 3, No.9, with an
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amplified but completely natural-sounding
guitar which superbly conveyed every nuance
of shading and timbre you would expect oth-
erwise. Williams spoke of Madrid and
Lisbon's influence upon Italian composer
Domenico Scarlatti, before performing his
own arrangements of two Scarlatti Sonatas.
This was followed by a performance of a very
allegro Valses po€ticos by Granados, where
the notes were attacked stormily at the open-
ing but with impeccable timing and space.
Williams' ability to perform each of these
pieces with fluidity and an emotional whole-
ness conjures the image of a musical Athena
emerging from the sound hole of Zeus' guitar.
To close the first half of the concert Williams
performed his own composition, ltfotes in the
Margtn, a piece that opens with a dreamily
contemplative melody in the treble notes
paired with a slow shifting, sonorous bassline
creating a hypnotic effect.

In the second half of the programme Williams
performed Barrios' Lct Catedral and
Sculthorpe's Djtlite arranged by Canadian gui-
tarist Steve Wingfield, with its title translated
to the audience vividly as 'a whistling duck in
the Billabong lagoon.' Williams also played sev-
eral of the pieces he had performed for film
scores, clari$ring that he is not the composer of
the Star Wars theme and for this reason made
sure to add the middle initial in John T.
Williams on the programme as credit for the
theme from Schindler's List.

Williams, the guitarist, also performed Ennio
Morricone's theme from Cinema Pqradiso,
Stanley Meyers' Cquatina from Ttrc Deer
Hunter and then his own set of melodic flowing
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showpieces. Jhese included PreLude to a Song,
with its minor key arpeggios and interwoven
melody turning plangent toward Open End,
lyrical in Song Without Words, and African
dance-style in HeLLo Frctncis, a tribute written in
memory of his friend, the Cameroonian ethno-
musicologist, Francis Bebey. Williams closed
the concert with Turlough Carolan's Concerto
and Irish Tunes, followed by an encore of two
Lauro pieces.

Further downtown, in the heart of the
Flatiron District, the six-year-old Flexible
Music ensemble performed an evening of six
new works written for the combination of saxo-
phone, guitar, piano and percussion; featuring
Haruka Fujii on percussion, Dan Lippel on both
classical and electric guitar, Eric Huebner on
piano and Tim Ruedeman on saxophones.
Sustenance Variations, written for the group by
Oriana Webb, is a take-no-prisoners piece
which opens with a tremulous flutter of notes
broken by sharp percussive strikes echoed by
the guitar's bassline in a singular thwapping
6th string. Because the piano and saxophone
parts serve as musical lynchpins to the piece, it
seems deceptively easy to say that this allowed
focus upon the interplay between the swell of
treble xylophones and the guitar echoing these
notes in the upper bout. The piece veers
towards a quiet, intimate lullaby, but, just as
the listener settles into the serene drift of this
melodic river, the aural equivalent of an easily
overlooked bankside sign emerges -'No
Sappiness Allowed' - and the piece careens
excitingly and unexpectedly into a whitewater
rapid of percussion that will grip and dunk
your ears back into the melody for one last
good soak.

Californian composer Ross Bauer introduced
his piece, Bust a Flctme, in honor of his son,
explaining that the title is the camping sur-
vivalist parlance for creating a fire from sticks
and stones. The piece opens with a violin bow
drawn slowly against the edge of a hanging
cymbal, introducing a staccato electric guitar
and a jazzy conversation between the piano and
sax. The piece is a showcase not only for each
of the ensemble's considerable soloing skills,
but for how they can dive back together into a
seamlessly harmonious fusion.

Carl Schimmel's The ComIcaL Hotch-Potch or The
Alphabet Turn'd Posure Master, evokes sinuous,
contortionist acrobats inspired by a lTth century
print with clownish humour between the slither-
ing piano, churning guitar, sax and the burping,
squeak toys provided by percussion.

Seung-Ah Oh's beautifully colourful
Fragments is the aural equivalent of the
Halloween haunted house game of being blind-
folded while plunging your hands into bowls of
spaghetti guts and grape eyeballs, for she man-
aged to pair the sound of slide guitar with mun-
dane household objects such as tin cans fitted
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with sandpaper, a collection of shallow rice
bowls and a bath towel tossed over a drum to
create new sounds which teased the ear. Also,
the subtle shimmer of Ryan Streber's pensive
and angular Ctostng Time evoked a musical pic-
ture of Edward Hopper's Nighthau;ks painting.

One of the reasons why the concert was so
strikingly lively was due to the presence of the
composers themselves, who were not only on
hand to hear their music but to also enjoy feed-
back from other audience members.
Unfortunately the only composer not present,
because he was in New Zealand, was John
Psathas, who wrote the spectacular finale
piece, MaL Occhio.

In the programme liner notes, Psathas talks
about the numerous and unusual disasters
which befell him every time he returned to his
parents' homeland in Greece. His sister con-
sulted with a village expert, who proclaimed
that somewhere along the way he had been
afflicted by maL occltto, or the Evil Eye. He
learned of the traditional talisman: a 'good'
glass eye which is worn to ward off such meta-
physical hazards. He also explained how the
piece, written upon his return to New Zealand
from Greece, is his talismanic good eye. The
piece itself is best described as an unexpected
searing, grindcore bit of rock and roll beset by
a sinuous saxophone melody which ends an
entire four minutes and thirty seconds before
you would like it to.

The Flexible Music Ensemble is celebrating
the release of their new CD entitled Jm {New
Focus Recordings), with works by Louis
Andriessen, Nico Muhly, John Link, Vineet
Shende and two of the pieces performed that
evening - Ryan Streber's Closing Time and
Orianna Webb's Sustenance Variations.
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